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Abstract In this contribution a new framework for
energy-based acoustic speaker activity detection for distributed microphones in automotive environments is presented. The method relies on the evaluation of signal power
ratios between the available multiple speaker-dedicated microphone signals. To obtain a robust fullband as well as
a robust frequency-selective speaker activity detection, the
overall framework comprises three main parts. It is shown
that the proposed detection mechanism yields an improvement in error rates compared to applying a basic speaker
activity detection only.
Keywords Distributed microphones, signal power ratios,
speaker activity detection, control of speech enhancement
systems, automotive speech application
1. INTRODUCTION
In speech communication systems in automotive environments the interest in more comfort within hands-free telephony or speech dialog systems is increasing. Distributed
and speaker dedicated microphones mounted close to each
passenger in the car enable all speakers, e.g., to participate in
hands-free conference phone calls at the same time. To control the necessary speech signal processing, such as adaptive
filter or signal combination algorithms within distributed microphone setups, it has to be known which speaker is speaking
at which time instance. A possible application scenario may
be the activation of a speech dialog system by an utterance
of a specific speaker. Due to the special arrangement of the
microphones close to the particular speakers it is possible
to exploit the different and characteristic signal power ratios
occurring between the available microphone channel signals.
Based on this information an energy-based speaker activity
detection (SAD) can be performed as addressed in [1, 2, 3].
Regarding beamforming approaches, the signal power
ratio between desired and interfering signal also is meaningful to be evaluated, e.g., as in [4]. However, in case of
speaker-dedicated microphones, the particular microphone
signals may be used directly to represent the desired and the
interfering speech signal component [1, 2, 5, 6]. A control mechanism for a further signal processing unit based on
signal powers only may suffer from special room acoustics,
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Fig. 1. Speaker activity detection framework overview (references to following equations are added in round brackets).
undesired noisy transient signals or, e.g., interfering backseat passengers who do not have a dedicated microphone.
This problem is often not further investigated in energy-based
methods as in [1] or signal evaluations linked to spatial cues
in general [7, 8]. Alternatively to an energy-based approach
in [9] phase differences are exploited to distinguish between
different sectors where either the driver or the front passenger
shows speech activity in a two-channel system in a car.
In this contribution a SAD framework for the arrangement
of speaker-dedicated distributed cardioid microphones is proposed. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 an
overview of the processing framework is given. The speaker
activity detection is presented in Section 3 including the determination of the signal power ratios, the basic as well as
the enhanced fullband SAD mechanism and the frequencyselective SAD. The subsequent Section 4 considers the evaluation of the overall system. Finally some conclusions are
drawn.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The concept of the proposed energy-based SAD framework
is based on the evaluation of the resulting signal power ratio
(SPR) in each of M ≥ 2 microphone channels. The processing is performed in the discrete Fourier transform domain
with the frame index ℓ and the frequency subband index k at a
sampling rate of fs = 16 kHz. The time domain signal is segmented by a Hann window with a frame length of K = 512
samples and a frame shift of 25 %. An overview of the whole
framework is depicted in Fig. 1 where the overall speaker
activity detection framework mainly consists of three stages
(gray blocks in Fig. 1). Bold arrows and symbols indicate the
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multi-channel signals stacked in vectors. Using the micro[ k) and
phone signal spectra Y(ℓ, k), the power ratio SPR(ℓ,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ξ̂(ℓ, k) are computed. Applying these quantities the basic fullband speaker activity detec^
\
tion SAD(ℓ),
the enhanced fulllband detector SAD(ℓ)
and
\
the frequency-selective speaker activity detector SAD(ℓ, k)
are determined.
Within the first stage the basic fullband SAD is determined based on the SPR and the SNR values. As an elementary idea it can be distinguished between different active
speakers by analyzing how many positive and negative values
occur for the logarithmic SPR in each frame for each channel m. To further enhance the robustness, the room acoustics
are exploited in the second stage. Due to multipath-induced
fading the signal power in a distant microphone can be larger
than in the speaker-dedicated one while a speaker is active
close to his dedicated microphone. The location of these special subbands is caused by the room acoustics. Thus, they
may be assumed to be characteristic for the position of the
speaker in the car cabin and can be observed as a distinguishable feature. While the effect of the multipath-induced fading subbands can be exploited to determine an enhanced fullband SAD a simple frequency-selective SAD within the third
framework stage would suffer from this fading effect. It is
proposed to model the SPR by a Gaussian distribution during
the processing. An active speaker is identified based on this
model. In the end the three SAD stages are combined to form
a fullband as well as a frequency-selective SAD result. For realization of the speaker activity detection system no training
period is necessary.
3. ROBUST SPEAKER ACTIVITY DETECTION
The three stages of the SAD framework are based on the evaluation of the characteristic signal power ratio (SPR) occurring
in each microphone channel. Subsequently the overall signal
processing is described in detail starting with the determination of the signal power ratios followed by the elaboration of
the three SAD stages.
3.1. Signal Power Ratios
Before considering the SAD methods it has to be focused on
the determination of the SPRs. Assuming that speech and
noise components are uncorrelated and that the microphone
signal spectra are a superposition of speech and noise components, the speech signal power spectral density (PSD) estimate Φ̂ΣΣ,m (ℓ, k) in channel m can be determined by
n
o
Φ̂ΣΣ,m (ℓ, k) = max Φ̂YY,m (ℓ, k)− Φ̂NN,m (ℓ, k), 0 , (1)
where Φ̂YY,m (ℓ, k) may be estimated by temporal smoothing
of the squared magnitude of the microphone signal spectra

Ym (ℓ, k). The noise PSD estimate Φ̂NN,m (ℓ, k) can be determined, e.g., by the improved minimum controlled recursive averaging approach [10]. Note that within the measure
in (1) direct speech components originating from the speaker
related to the considered microphone are included as well as
cross-talk components from other sources and speakers. The
SPR in each channel m is expressed similar to [3] for a system
with M ≥ 2 microphones as
d m (ℓ, k) =
SPR

max





o
n
max Φ̂ΣΣ,m (ℓ, k), ǫ
n

o

 , (2)



Φ̂ΣΣ,m′ (ℓ, k) , ǫ
max
′


}

m ∈{1,...,M
′
m 6=m

with the small value ǫ. It is assumed that one microphone
always captures the speech best because each speaker has a
dedicated microphone close to his position. Thus, the active
speaker can be identified by evaluating the SPR values among
the available microphones. Furthermore, the logarithmic SPR
quantity enhances differences for lower values and results in


′
d m (ℓ, k) = 10 log10 SPR
d m (ℓ, k) .
SPR
(3)

3.2. Basic Fullband Speaker Activity Detection

Basically, speech activity in the m-th speaker related microphone channel can be detected by evaluating if the occurring
logarithmic SPR is larger than 0 dB. To avoid considering the
SPR during periods where the SNR ξm (ℓ, k) shows only small
values lower than a threshold ΘSNR1 , a modified quantity for
the logarithmic power ratio in (3) is defined by
(
′
d m (ℓ, k), if ξˆm (ℓ, k) ≥ ΘSNR1 ,
SPR
g
SPRm (ℓ, k) =
(4)
0,
else.

With a noise estimate Φ̂′NN,m (ℓ, k) for determination of a reliable SNR quantity the SNR is determined similar to [11]:
ξˆm (ℓ, k) =
n
o
2
min Φ̂YY,m (ℓ, k), |Ym (ℓ, k)| − Φ̂′NN,m (ℓ, k)
Φ̂′NN,m (ℓ, k)

. (5)

Using the overestimation factor γSNR the considered noise
PSD results in
Φ̂′NN,m (ℓ, k) = γSNR · Φ̂NN,m (ℓ, k) .

(6)

Based on (4) the power ratios are evaluated by observing how
many positive (+) or negative (-) values occur in each frame.
Hence, for the positive counter follows:
K/2

c+
m (ℓ) =

X

c+
m (ℓ, k) ,

(7)

k=0
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with
c+
m (ℓ, k) =

(

1,
0,

g m (ℓ, k) > 0 ,
if SPR
else.

(8)

Table 1. Preferred parameter settings for the implementation
of the basic fullband SAD algorithm (for M = 4).
ΘSNR1 = 0.25
ΘSAD1 = 0.0025

Equivalently the negative counter can be determined by

γSNR = 4
ΘDTM = 30

K ′ = 10

K/2

c−
m (ℓ) =

X

c−
m (ℓ, k) ,

(9)
3.3. Enhanced Fullband Speaker Activity Detection

k=0

considering
c−
m (ℓ, k) =

(

1,
0,

g m (ℓ, k) < 0 ,
if SPR
else.

(10)

Regarding these quantities a soft frame-based SAD measure
may be written by
c
χSAD
m (ℓ) = Gm (ℓ) ·

−
c+
m (ℓ) − cm (ℓ)
,
−
c+
m (ℓ) + cm (ℓ)

(11)

where Gcm (ℓ) is an SNR-dependent soft weighting function
to pay more attention to high SNR periods. In order to consider the SNR within certain frequency regions the weighting
function is computed by applying maximum subgroup SNRs:
o
n
G
(ℓ)/10, 1 .
(12)
Gcm (ℓ) = min ξˆmax,m

The maximum SNR across K ′ different frequency subgroup
G
SNRs ξˆm
(ℓ, æ) is given by
n
o
G
G
(ℓ, æ) .
(13)
ξˆmax,m
(ℓ) =
max ′ ξˆm
æ∈{1,...,K }

The grouped SNR values can each be computed in the range
between certain DFT bins kæ and kæ+1 with æ = 1, 2, ..., K ′
and {kæ } = {4, 28, 53, 78, 103, 128, 153, 178, 203, 228, 253}.
We write for the mean SNR in the æ-th subgroup:
G
ξˆm
(ℓ, æ) =

1
kæ+1 − kæ

kæ+1

X

ξˆm (ℓ, k) .

(14)

k=kæ +1

Finally, the basic fullband SAD is obtained by thresholding
using ΘSAD1 :
(
1, if χSAD
m (ℓ) > ΘSAD1 ,
]
SADm (ℓ) =
(15)
0, else.
During double-talk situations the evaluation of the signal
power ratios is not reliable anymore. Thus, regions of doubletalk have to be detected in order to be careful within the SAD.
Considering the positive and negative counters, a double-talk
measure can be determined by evaluating if c+
m (ℓ) exceeds
a limit ΘDTM during periods of detected fullband speech
activity in several channels. To detect regions of double-talk
this result is held for some frames in each channel. General
[
double-talk DTD(ℓ)
= 1 is detected if the measure is true for
more than one channel. Preferred parameter settings for the
realization of the basic fullband SAD can be found in Tab. 1.

By simply evaluating the power ratios like presented in the
basic approach, the risk still exists to mistake transient interferers like blinker noise, outside passing cars or speech
from interfering speakers for speech components of a certain speaker. In a two-channel system where only the two
front passengers have dedicated microphones, incorrect detections may occur during speech activity of some backseat
passengers. As was first introduced by the authors in [3] the
robustness for these and for other similar situations can be increased by applying an enhanced fullband SAD method based
on the evaluation of SPR patterns. This additional algorithm
follows subsequently to the basic SAD as depicted in Fig. 1.
The room acoustics of the special geometry can be exploited
by this further step. A lower amount of energy may occur
in the speaker’s dedicated m-th microphone signal compared
to the energy in a distant microphone channel. This results
in a negative logarithmic SPR. Due to multipath propagation
effects a sharp decline of energy may occur in some special
so-called multipath-induced fading subbands in the speaker
dedicated microphone channel signals. The number and location of these subbands is characteristic for the position of a
sound source in the car and can be identified within the SPR.
Appropriate SPR patterns representing this effect along the
frequency may indicate the activity of a considered speaker
if the observed pattern matches a reference pattern out of a
determined reference pattern set.
Primarily a measure for highlighting the multipathinduced fading subbands is defined. Therefore, high values
have to be obtained for the characteristic small power ratios
within these distinguishing subbands. Inconspicuous and
not relevant high SPRs should be mapped to a lower bound
ΘPAT1 . According to [3] we propose a mapping yielding the
following quantity:
o
n
d
χPAT
m (ℓ, k) = max 1−γPAT · SPRm (ℓ, k), ΘPAT1 , (16)

where γPAT enables a scalability of the characteristics of the
mapping. The limit for highlighting subbands as multipathinduced fading ones can be modified, e.g., by underestimating
d m (ℓ, k) using γPAT < 1. By apthe linear power ratio SPR
plying a strong underestimation also subbands are highlighted
that are anomalously heavily attenuated by the room acoustics but where the speaker dedicated microphone signal still
shows the highest energy.
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For indication of the position of the multipath-induced
fading subbands a smoothed spectrum is obtained by performing a linear prediction analysis. Therefore, autocorrelation
coefficients ϕp,m (ℓ) are determined by the inverse discrete
Fourier transform of the magnitude squares of χPAT
m (ℓ, k).
For solving the prediction problem the Yule-Walker autoregressive equations with order Np and the filter coefficients
ai,m (ℓ) are
ϕp,m (ℓ) =

Np
X
i=1

ai,m (ℓ) · ϕp−i,m (ℓ), p = 1, 2, ..., Np . (17)

The logarithmic estimate of χPAT
m (ℓ, k) in (16) can be recovered after applying the Levinson-Durbin algorithm and using
the frequency response of the filter coefficients ai,m (ℓ) represented by Am (ℓ, k):


Em (ℓ, k)
PAT
χ̂m (ℓ, k) = 10 log10
,
(18)
1 − Am (ℓ, k)
where Em (ℓ, k) is the prediction error signal used for normalization. Based on this observed pattern χ̂PAT
m (ℓ, k) an enhanced SAD can be realized by comparison with a reference
pattern that is characteristic for the speaker’s location and orientation. The reference pattern is part of a reference pattern
set with NPAT entries representing the state of the currently
considered speaker’s position including some variations. Between each reference pattern χ̂ref
i,m (k) with i = 1, ..., NPAT
and the currently observed pattern a Euclidean distance measure is determined as [3]
2
PAT
J˜i,m (ℓ, k) = χ̂ref
.
(19)
i,m (k) − χ̂m (ℓ, k)

A quantity for the detection of the speaker in the m-th
channel may be obtained by computing a weighted mean
value of this distance measure over frequency with Ni,m ∈
{1, ..., K/2+1} subbands that have to be evaluated for each
pattern:
K/2
1 X ˜
J i,m (ℓ) =
Ji,m (ℓ, k) · Ii,m (ℓ, k) .
Ni,m

(20)

k=0

The subbands where an evaluation of the patterns seems to be
reasonable are indicated by the indicator function Ii,m (ℓ, k).
Therefore, an SNR of ΘSNR2 has to be exceeded during basically detected fullband single-talk periods. Furthermore,
only those subbands should be evaluated where some peaks
PAT
occur either in χ̂ref
i,m (k) or in χ̂m (ℓ, k) meaning that some
multipath-induced fading subbands exist in the current frame.
Please note that the previous distance measure is used for
small values of Ni,m due to the purpose of reliability of the
resulting patterns. For the SAD the best matching pattern
χ̂ref
jm ,m (k) is analyzed with

J i,m (ℓ) .
(21)
jm = argmin
i∈{1,...,NPAT }

It is aimed at detecting speech regions rather than single
speech active frames. Thus, during basic fullband SAD the
minimum distance measure Jm (ℓ) is obtained by searching
the minimum of J jm ,m (ℓ) over the past LPAT frames. Finally
PAT
[ m (ℓ) ∈ {0, 1} is dethe pattern-based SAD measure SAD
termined by comparing Jm (ℓ) with a threshold based on its
tracked global minimum Θm,min (ℓ) including an additional
offset ΘSAD2 as
(
PAT
1, if Jm (ℓ) < (Θm,min (ℓ) + ΘSAD2 ) ,
[
SADm (ℓ) =
0, else.
(22)
The enhanced SAD is defined in combination with the basic
fullband SAD in (15) as
PAT

[ m (ℓ) = SAD
] m (ℓ) · SAD
[ m (ℓ) .
SAD

(23)

In order to realize the computation of the distance measure in (19) the reference patterns have to be determined. Due
to the changing room acoustics in a car during movements of
a speaker we propose to update the reference pattern set by including new patterns χ̂ref
i,m (k) within a first-in first-out system
of length NPAT . New patterns should only be considered if
speech activity can be assumed quite likely. Therefore, the basic SAD (15) and a fullband coherence measure may be used
to decide whether a new pattern is accepted for the reference
pattern set. The coherence quantity is used in order to focus on sound sources that cause coherent microphone signals.
Within the considered setup this is the case for the desired
speech signals. As presented in [12] the well-known magnitude squared coherence (MSC) can be computed between two
channels m and m′ regarding the cross PSD Φ̂YY,m,m′ (ℓ, k)
and the two auto PSDs Φ̂YY,m (ℓ, k) and Φ̂YY,m′ (ℓ, k). Applying an appropriate SNR threshold ΘSNR3 , a modified coherence is written as
Γ̃m,m′ (ℓ, k) =

2
 |Φ̂YY,m,m′ (ℓ,k)|

Φ̂YY,m (ℓ,k)·Φ̂YY,m′ (ℓ,k)

0,

,

if ξˆm (ℓ, k) > ΘSNR3 ,

(24)

else.

For the purpose of obtaining a channel-independent and fullband coherence measure Γ̃(ℓ) the mean of the modified coherence over all subbands is determined, and it is searched for
the maximum of the resulting values over all channel combinations afterwards:



 1 K/2
X
′ (ℓ, k)
. (25)
Γ̃
Γ̃(ℓ) =
max
m,m

m,m′ ∈{1,...,M } K/2+1
m6=m′

k=0

Because only the characteristic subbands should be highlighted and should occur as peaks in the reference patterns a
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Table 2. Preferred parameter settings for the implementation
of the enhanced fullband SAD algorithm (for M = 4).
ΘPAT1 = 0.05
NPAT = 80
ΘSAD2 = 40
ΘCOH = 0.02

γPAT = 0.25
ΘSNR2 = 0.25
ΘSNR3 = 2
ΘPAT2 = ΘPAT1

Np = 100
LPAT = 150
ΘSAD3 = 0.5
ΘPAT3 = −6

modified measure may be used for indicating the multipathinduced fading subbands. Three conditions have to be fulfilled for including new patterns in the reference pattern set:
Speech has to be indicated by the basic fullband SAD in (15)
with a stricter threshold ΘSAD1 = ΘSAD3 in the absence of
double-talk, whereas the coherence measure Γ̃(ℓ) has to reach
a certain threshold ΘCOH . For obtaining the reference pattern
to be included in the reference pattern set, the expression in
(16) is modified previously to the linear prediction analysis:
(
ref
χPAT
m (ℓ, k), if Ii,m (ℓ, k) > 0 ,
ref
χi,m (ℓ, k) =
(26)
ΘPAT2 ,
else.
The reference pattern indicator function Iref
i,m (ℓ, k) indicates
inclusion of a new characteristic frequency subband in the
currently observed reference pattern if the frequency-selective
SNR ξˆm (ℓ, k) exceeds a threshold ΘSNR3 . Furthermore,
the current pattern has to be larger than ΘPAT3 dB at some
frequency subbands to verify the existence of a multipathinduced fading subband.
In this way the reference pattern set is updated and the
enhanced SAD is obtained by evaluation of the proposed distance measure. Preferred parameter settings for the implementation of the algorithm can be found in Tab. 2.
3.4. Frequency-Selective Speaker Activity Detection
While the effect of the multipath-induced fading subbands
can be exploited to determine an enhanced fullband SAD, a
simple frequency-selective SAD within the third framework
stage (cf. Fig. 1) would suffer from this fading effect. It
can only be roughly distinguished between the speakers in
a subband-selective manner by simply evaluating if a positive
or negative logarithmic SPR occurs. Hence, we propose to
model the SPR by a Gaussian distribution [2]. The model parameters are estimated during detected fullband speaker activity, and the resulting probability density function is evaluated
by comparing with a threshold.
It is supposed that the SPR is described by a random variable Y in the m-th channel where one realization
 is repre′
d
d
sented by SPRm (ℓ, k) = 10 log10 SPRm (ℓ, k) as denoted
in (3). During speech activity of speaker m indicated by
the hypothesis H1,m a normal distribution of the SPR is as2
). Thus, the conditional
sumed with (Y|H1,m ) ∼ N (µm , σm

probability density function of Y can be modeled by a single
Gaussian distribution regarding mean µm (ℓ, k) and variance
2
σm
(ℓ, k):
2





′
d m (ℓ, k) = e
pY|H1,m SPR

−

d ′ (ℓ,k)−µm (ℓ,k))
(SPR
m
2 (ℓ,k)
2σm

√
2πσm (ℓ, k)

.

(27)

To define this distribution more closely the values for the
mean and the variance have to be estimated. This is done during single-talk periods of the related m-th speaker. The mean
µm (ℓ, k) is determined by smoothing the SPR over time with
the smoothing constant γµ [2]:
µ̂m (ℓ, k) =

′

d (ℓ, k) .
γµ · µ̂m (ℓ − 1, k) + (1 − γµ ) · SPR
m
(28)

2
Similarly the variance σm
(ℓ, k) can be estimated by applying
the constant γσ :

2
2
σ̂m
(ℓ, k) = γσ · σ̂m
(ℓ − 1, k)+

2
′
d m (ℓ, k) − µ̂m (ℓ, k) . (29)
(1 − γσ ) · SPR
′

d m (ℓ, k) or
Whether speech is detected for an observed SPR
not is determined based on the SPR model in (27) regarding the estimated parameters. A certain threshold Θp has to
be reached by the probability density function, and fullband
speaker activity in the absence of double-talk has to be detected for a positive decision of the frequency-selective SAD:
′

[ m (ℓ, k) =
SAD


1,







′
d m (ℓ, k) > Θp
if pY|H1,m SPR
[ m (ℓ) = 1 ∧ DTD(ℓ)
[ = 0,
∧ SAD

[

δm,mpmax , if DTD(ℓ) = 1,



0,
else.

(30)

During double-talk periods the active channel is selected by
the Kronecker delta that indicates the channel related to the
maximum resulting modified SPR as defined in (4). The second index results in
n
o
g m (ℓ, k) .
mpmax = argmax SPR
(31)
m∈{1,...,M }

After comparing the SNR estimate with a limit ΘSNR4 we
have for the final frequency-selective SAD:
(
′
ˆ
[
[ m (ℓ, k) = SADm (ℓ, k), if ξm (ℓ, k) ≥ ΘSNR4 ,
SAD
0,
else.
(32)
Due to the sparseness of speech it could still be distinguished
between different active sources in a frequency-selective
manner. For the implementation of this algorithm preferred
parameter settings are depicted in Tab. 3.
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Table 3. Preferred parameter settings for the implementation
of the frequency-selective model-based SAD algorithm.
γµ = 0.83

γσ = 0.8

Θp = 0.01

Setup 1
Mic. 1

Mic. 2

Setup 2
Mic. 1

Mic. 2

ΘSNR4 = 0.25
Mic. 3 Mic. 4

4. EVALUATION
For evaluation of the SAD performance a measurement
database recorded in an Audi A6 with four distributed speaker
dedicated microphones is applied. Both driver and front passenger each have a dedicated microphone close to their heads
in the A-pillar. The microphones of the two backseat passengers are located in the ceiling in front of each seat. Speech and
noise signal components have been recorded independently
and are combined to noisy microphone signals afterwards.
The database comprises clean speech signal components of
four female and four male speakers speaking four different Harvard test utterances obtained from [13] for all four
available seating positions in the car. During the recording,
car noise with an average sound pressure level of around
65 dB(A) has been played back via headphones to cause a
Lombard effect. Hence, the database comprises 128 test
sentences (8 speakers x 4 positions x 4 utterances). Noise
signals have been recorded for six different speeds (50 km/h,
80 km/h, 100 km/h, 130 km/h, 160 km/h, 180 km/h) with
all windows closed. Additionally for the first five scenarios, signals with a slightly opened front right window were
recorded.
Realistic noisy microphone signals are obtained by superposition of the signal components according to ITU-T
Recommendation P.56 as presented by the authors in [14].
Each noisy signal simulation for the following evaluation
comprises four different speakers assigned to the four various seats and speaking four different test utterances one
after another at different noise scenarios and SNRs, whereas
SNR ∈ {−5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20} dB. For the considered evaluation four such arrangements are simulated. The speakers
are randomly selected out of the whole measurement dataset
to obtain a certain signal subset. We observe two different
setups depicted in Fig. 2: A four-channel system in setup 1
as well as a two-channel system in setup 2. In both cases the
same signals are simulated but for the latter the speaker activity detection is processed based on two microphone signals
only (for M = 2 with ΘDTM = 60 and ΘSAD2 = 50).
It is focused on evaluating the SAD by computing error
rates based on the comparison of the binary SAD results
with a reference SAD mask. To obtain initially a frequencyselective SAD reference mask SADref,m (ℓ, k), it is analyzed
where the level in the spectrum of the clean speech signal component of the considered speaker exceeds a certain
threshold. If this threshold is reached in some subbands the
fullband SAD reference mask SADref,m (ℓ) for each channel

Fig. 2. Different simulated setups for evaluation. Left: Fourchannel setup (setup 1). Right: Two-channel setup (setup 2).
m is set to one, otherwise zero. Error rates are determined
for the basic as well as for the enhanced SAD. In case of the
[ m (ℓ), the fullband
enhanced speaker activity detector SAD
overall error related to channel m is computed for L signal
frames by:
Em =

L
X
ℓ=1

[ m (ℓ) ,
SADref,m (ℓ) − SAD

(33)

] m (ℓ). In Fig. 3
and accordingly for the basic SAD SAD
this overall error is depicted for both fullband SAD methods
for the six different SNRs regarding the four-channel setup
(setup 1). The values are based on the mean SAD results
across all positions, conditions and arrangements regarding
the selected data subset. The advantage of the enhanced SAD
that yields a detection with a lower overall error is visible.
With higher SNRs the overall error is decreasing and the SAD
seems to be more reliable. Similar results are shown for the
two-channel setup (setup 2) in Fig. 4. Here the advantage
of the enhanced SAD and the difference between the basic
and enhanced method is even more obvious because the basic
SAD suffers from the two interfering backseat passengers
who do not have a dedicated microphone. The overall error is
not decreasing with higher SNRs due to the fact that the interfering backseat speakers are not masked by noise anymore,
and the risk of wrong detections increases.
The advantages of the fullband enhanced SAD also
have influence on the frequency-selective SAD because the
frequency-selective SAD model is adapted regarding a previously determined fullband SAD. Thus, a lower error rate
of the frequency-selective SAD in (30) is expected if the
enhanced fullband SAD is used instead of the basic version.
According to (33) with the additional sum across all subbands a frequency-selective overall error can be computed
by applying the introduced reference signal spectrum and the
′
[ m (ℓ, k). Fig. 5 depicts the
frequency-selective detector SAD
overall error of the frequency-selective SAD for each of the
two underlying fullband SAD methods for the four-channel
Matheja, Buck, Fingscheidt – 6
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Fig. 6. Setup 2: Overall error of the frequency-selective SAD
(mean over all two positions) for the underlying basic and the
enhanced fullband SAD. Six different SNRs are considered.

setup. Referring to the different SNR values the differences in
the error rate are really small. The results for the two-channel
setup are shown in Fig. 6 where the differences are more
clearly visible at an overall higher error rate.
To get more differentiating error curves for the fullband
SAD false-positive and false-negative rates are determined to
illustrate the false as well as the missed detections. The falsepositive rate is computed again exemplarily for the enhanced
SAD by

system more robust and to avoid, e.g., the adaptation of adaptive filters to wrongly detected events, it seems to be more
important to obtain a lower false-positive rate. Similar results
can be observed in Fig. 8 for the two-channel setup. Here the
error rates in general are higher due to the interfering backseat
passengers but again the difference between the underlying
basic and the enhanced fullband SAD is more obvious than in
the four-channel scenario.

rFP,m =

L 
P

ℓ=1

[ m (ℓ) · (1−SADref,m (ℓ))
SAD
L
P

ℓ=1

5. CONCLUSIONS



,

(34)



.

(35)

(1 − SADref,m (ℓ))

and the false-negative rate by

rFN,m =

L 
P

ℓ=1

[ m (ℓ)) · SADref,m (ℓ)
(1 − SAD
L
P

SADref,m (ℓ)

ℓ=1

The results are depicted in Fig. 7 for the first setup. The falsepositive rates are lower for the enhanced SAD while in contrast the false-negative rates are slightly higher. To make a

In this contribution a speaker activity detection framework
for speaker-dedicated and distributed cardioid microphones
has been presented. The proposed system comprises three
stages including a basic as well as an enhanced fullband and
a frequency-selective speaker activity detector. The particular
three algorithms for each part of the overall framework focus
on the exploitation of signal power ratios between the available microphone signals. The methods have been described
in detail, and both a binary decision for a fullband and for a
frequency-selective speaker activity detection are obtained. It
can be shown that the error rates of the detection algorithms
are improved by applying an enhanced fullband speaker activity detection method exploiting the characteristic room acoustics instead of using an introduced basic approach.
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